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Abstract. In the fashion domain, the demand for outfit retrieval on social media and
e-commerce sites is increasing. The most popular approach is searching outfits using
hashtags, which has several limitations. First, users do not always know the appropriate
hashtags for their search intention. Second, the hashtags determined by the posters are
typically incomplete and inconsistent. Finally, it is not easy to browse when a large
number of outfits share a hashtag. The purpose of this study is to develop a method
for visually assisted fashion outfit retrieval. Specifically, the method enables users to
search outfits using visually arranged hashtags in two-dimensional space, that is, the tag
map, and browse outfits visually arranged in the outfit map. For this purpose, we use an
approach in which jointed manifolds in style and hashtag spaces model the outfit data.
The quantitative experimental result demonstrated that the proposed method preserves
more mutual information between outfits and hashtags than the conventional method,
which indicates that the proposed method is suitable for visual exploration.
Keywords: Manifold model, Fashion outfit, Image retrieval, Tag search, Embedding
method

1. Introduction. In the fashion domain, the demand for outfit retrieval on social media
and e-commerce sites is increasing [1]. A vast number of outfit images are posted on social
media, such as Instagram and Twitter, and users can now seek their favorite outfits.
Furthermore, users can purchase items from these outfits, which are linked to e-commerce
sites. It has been reported that 81.7% of female college students in Japan search for outfits
on social media [2].

The most popular means of outfit retrieval is to search outfits using keywords. In
particular, users search their favorite outfits by specifying hashtags (hereafter referred
to as tags), which are attached to the outfits by the posters. However, such tag-based
outfit retrieval is insufficient for the following reasons. First, users typically do not know
the appropriate tags for their search intention. In some cases, users cannot express their
target outfit styles or tastes verbally. Even if a list of tags is provided, it is difficult for
users to choose an appropriate one from the huge number of available tags. Second, the
tags determined by the posters are typically incomplete and inconsistent. Often, some
necessary tags are missing, and different tags are used to express the same meaning.
Finally, after executing a tag search, users are faced with a huge number of outfits that
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match their specified tag. For users, it is difficult to locate favorites from unsorted outfits
or identify additional tags for search refinement.
The aim of this study is to develop a method for fashion outfit retrieval. The proposed

method visually assists users in outfit retrieval using the style and tag, and it assists users
in identifying appropriate tags. The key idea is to model the outfit data using jointed
manifold models in the style and tag spaces. These manifold models embed the outfits
and tags into two-dimensional spaces, that is, the outfit map and tag map, where users
can browse them visually and interactively.
A conceptual illustration of the proposed method is shown in Figure 1. This method

organizes two maps, the outfit map and tag map, where similar outfits/tags are arranged
close to each other. By specifying the target tag of interest (TTOI) in the tag map, the
system magnifies the tag map around the TTOI. By moving the TTOI, users can trace the
continuous change of tags. Simultaneously, the system indicates the areas of the outfit map
related to the TTOI using grayscale (described using blue balloons). Similarly, when the
user selects the target outfit of interest (TOOI) in the outfit map, the system magnifies
the area around the TOOI and displays the outfits in that area. Simultaneously, the
system indicates the corresponding areas in the tag map related to the TOOI (described
using orange balloons). Thus, the proposed method allows the visual exploration of outfits
without the user knowing the exact tag.

Figure 1. (color online) Conceptual illustration of the proposed method

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the background and
related work are introduced. The proposed method is presented in Section 3, and some
application results are presented in Section 4, followed by a discussion in Section 5. The
paper is concluded in Section 6.

2. Background and Related Work.

2.1. Data-driven approach in the fashion domain. As in other domains, the data-
driven approach is rapidly becoming widespread in the fashion domain. A typical example
is fashion retrieval, which aims to specify items or outfits suitable for users’ search inten-
tions [3, 4]. For this purpose, annotation information (e.g., styles of outfits) is generally
required for each item/outfit. Style annotation is typically performed manually; howev-
er, style estimation and automated annotation are increasingly being considered [5, 6].
Another important issue is fashion retrieval using a query image, where users indicate an
image as their query instead of using keywords [3].
Item/outfit recommendation is also an important and challenging theme in the fash-

ion domain. Typically, the compatibility matching of items is the main issue in outfit
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recommendation [7]. In particular, personalized recommendation in which the system is
required to recommend outfits that suit each user is a challenging issue [8, 9].

While most of previous studies focused on automatic retrieval or recommendation, the
aim of the present study is to develop visually assisted outfit retrieval using query tags;
that is, the target system is not aimed at discovering outfits on behalf of users; rather,
it aims to assist users in discovering favorite outfits by themselves. This approach allows
users to explore outfits freely in the outfit space. It also gives users the opportunity to
discover unexpected outfits through serendipity.

2.2. Manifold models and visual analytics for relational data. The key idea of
this work is to model outfit data using jointed manifold models in probability spaces. This
method is based on two existing methods: the tensor self-organizing map (TSOM) [10] and
unsupervised kernel regression (UKR) [11]. The TSOM is an extension of the conventional
self-organizing map (SOM) from a multivariate dataset to a relational dataset. The TSOM
also provides a visual exploration method in a set of low-dimensional spaces, called the
conditional component plane. In this study, we regard tag information as the relational
dataset of the outfits and tags, and apply the TSOM approach. The difference between
our method and the TSOM is that the TSOM must discretize the low-dimensional spaces,
whereas the proposed method treats them as continuous spaces. For this purpose, we
introduce UKR, which is another extension of the SOM from a discretized low-dimensional
space to a continuous space. Thus, our method can be regarded as an extension of UKR
from a multivariate dataset to a relational dataset. Additionally, the proposed method
measures errors between the data and model using the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence,
whereas the TSOM and UKR use the Euclidean distance in the data space.

The proposed method can also be regarded as the visual analytics of outfit data. Visual
analytics is a concept in visually assisted interactive data exploration [12]. At the core
of visual analytics is a human-centered knowledge discovery process, where users are the
central players in knowledge discovery, and the role of the system is to assist the players.
Watanabe et al. proposed a visual analytics method for team formation support based
on manifold models [13]. Although the problem settings and data structures of team
formation support are quite different from those of fashion outfit retrieval, and thus the
method of Watanabe et al. cannot be used in our study directly, we propose a similar
approach inspired by that method.

3. Proposed Method. In this section, we first define the problem setting, that is, the
input and output of the system. Then, we outline the proposed method. We also explain
how a visual search is performed using the proposed method.

3.1. Problem setting. Suppose that we have a set of outfits posted on social media,
each of which has tags attached by the posters. Let O = {outfit1, . . . , outfitN} be the set
of outfits and let T = {tag1, . . . , tagM} be the set of tags. Then, the tag information is
represented by a binary matrix T = (Tnm) ∈ {0, 1}N×M , where Tnm = 1 if outfitn has
tagm, and Tnm = 0 otherwise. In the proposed method, T is transformed to Q =

(

Qnm

)

∈
[0, 1]N×M , where Qnm = Tnm/

∑

m′ Tnm′ . Thus, Qnm represents the empirical probability
that outfitn has tagm, that is, Qnm = Q(tagm | outfitn).

In addition to tags, we assume that each outfit has a style annotation given by stylists,
such as “formal” and “casual”. Suppose that S = {style1, . . . , styleL} is the set of style
labels and the style annotation of outfitn is an L-dimensional vector pn = (Pn1, . . . , PnL),
where Pnl ∈ [0, 1] and

∑

l Pnl = 1. We assume that an outfit can be classified as having
multiple styles. For example, if outfitn is classified as “natural” and “casual” with the same
degree, then Pnl = 0.5 for these two styles, and Pnl = 0 for other styles. Therefore, Pnl

represents the empirical probability Pnl = P (stylel | outfitn). Consequently, the entirety
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of the annotation information is represented by the matrix P = (Pnl) ∈ [0, 1]N×L. To
summarize, Q and P are the inputs of the proposed method.
By contrast, the outputs are low-dimensional vectors of the outfits and tags, which are

referred to as latent variables. Let Zoutfit =
(

z
outfit
1 , . . . , zoutfitN

)

and Ztag =
(

z
tag
1 , . . . , ztagM

)

,

where zoutfitn ∈ Zoutfit, ztagm ∈ Ztag are the latent variables of the outfits and tags, respective-
ly. For the sake of visualization, we assume that the latent spaces are Zoutfit/tag = [0, 1]2

and the prior of the latent variables is the uniform distribution on Z. In addition to the
latent variables, the method estimates two probability densities, p : Zoutfit × S → R+ and
q : Zoutfit × Ztag → R+, which represent the conditional probability p

(

style | ζoutfit
)

and

joint probability q
(

ζoutfit, ζtag
)

, respectively. To summarize, the outputs of the proposed

method are the latent variables Zoutfit and Ztag, and probability densities p and q. The
entire model is illustrated in Figure 2, and represented by jointed manifolds.

Figure 2. Jointed manifold models of the outfits and tags

3.2. Learning method. In the proposed method, the model distributions p
(

style |

ζoutfit
)

, q
(

ζoutfit, ζtag
)

are obtained using kernel density estimation as follows:

p
(

stylel | ζ
outfit

)

=
1

K
(

ζoutfit
)

N
∑

n=1

k
(

ζoutfit | zoutfitn

)

P (stylel | outfitn) , (1)

q
(

ζoutfit, ζtag
)

=
1

N

N
∑

n=1

M
∑

m=1

k
(

ζoutfit | zoutfitn

)

k
(

ζtag | ztagm

)

Q (tagm | outfitn) , (2)

where K
(

ζoutfit
)

:=
∑

n k
(

ζoutfit | zoutfitn

)

and k(· | ·) is the kernel function. In this study,
we use the Gaussian kernel k(ζ | z) := N (ζ | z, σ2I). Note that p and q are represented
by Zoutfit and Ztag non-parametrically.
To determine Zoutfit and Ztag, we define the objective function as the KL-divergence

between the empirical and model distributions. The objective function with respect to
styles is defined as follows:

Fstyle :=
1

N

N
∑

n=1

DKL

[

P (style | outfitn)
∥

∥ p
(

style | zoutfitn

)]

= −
1

N

N
∑

n=1

L
∑

l=1

Pnl log p
(

stylel | z
outfit
n

)

− const. (3)
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Similarly, the objective function with respect to tags is defined as DKL

[

Q
∥

∥

∥
Q̃
]

, where

Q̃(outfit, tag) is the joint distribution of the outfits and tags reconstructed from q:

Q̃(outfitn, tagm)

:=

∫∫

p
(

outfitn | ζoutfit
)

p
(

tagm | ζtag
)

q
(

ζoutfit, ζtag
)

dζoutfit dζtag

=

∫∫

k
(

ζoutfit | zoutfitn

)

∑

n′ k
(

ζoutfit | zoutfitn′

)

k
(

ζtag | ztagm

)

∑

m′ k
(

ζtag | ztagm′

) q
(

ζoutfit, ζtag
)

dζoutfit dζtag. (4)

Instead of minimizing DKL

[

Q
∥

∥

∥
Q̃
]

, the proposed method minimizes its upper bound. By

applying Jensen’s inequality, we obtain the upper bound as follows:

DKL

[

Q
∥

∥

∥
Q̃
]

≤ I [outfit; tag]− I
[

ζoutfit; ζtag
]

. (5)

Thus, the objective function Ftag is defined by the negative mutual information between

ζoutfit and ζtag as

Ftag :=
N
∑

n=1

M
∑

m=1

Q(outfitn, tagm) log





q(zoutfitn )q(ztagm )

q
(

z
outfit
n , ztagm

)



 . (6)

The entire objective function is F := Fstyle + Ftag, and the latent variables Zoutfit and Ztag

are estimated using a gradient-based method.

3.3. Visually assisted outfit retrieval. After the latent variables are estimated, the
outfits and tags are mapped to the corresponding latent spaces similar to topographic
maps, that is, outfit map and tag map. The proposed method provides various means for
exploring these two maps visually and interactively.

(1) Exploring the outfit map. In the outfit map, the thumbnail images of representative
outfits are displayed, where users can browse the outfit map. Suppose that a user wants to
see the detail of a point in the outfit map. We refer to the point as the TOOI, denoted by
ζ
outfit
TOOI. When the user indicates the TOOI (e.g., clicks the point using a pointing device),

the system magnifies the area around the TOOI and shows the outfit images in that area.
By moving the TOOI continuously in the outfit map, the user can trace the continuous
change of outfits.

(2) Visualization of style information. The outfit map can be colored according to the

model distribution p
(

style | ζoutfit
)

. For example, if a user wants to see the area re-
lated to style (say, style∗), then the outfit map is colored using grayscale according to
p
(

style∗ | ζoutfit
)

. If the user wants to see the distribution of all styles simultaneously, the
system can color-code the outfit map using the dominant style (Figure 3).

(3) Exploring the tag map. Similar to the outfit map, users can browse the tag map,
where similar tags are mapped close to each other; hence, users can find appropriate tags
easily. When a user selects the TTOI in the tag map, the system magnifies the tag map
around the TTOI. It is also possible to color-code the tag map according to styles by
evaluating Eq(ζoutfit|ζtag)

[

p
(

style | ζoutfit
)]

.

(4) Outfit search via tags. When a user indicates the TTOI
(

say, ζtag
TTOI

)

in the tag map,

the system indicates the relevant area in the outfit map according to q
(

ζoutfit | ζtag
TTOI

)

(Figure 1). When the user moves the TTOI in the tag map, the user can see the continuous
change of the corresponding area in the outfit map. This search method enables users
to search outfits without knowing the correct tags attached to the target outfits. The
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proposed method also enables users to conduct an inverse search from outfits to tags. In

this case, the tag map is colored according to q
(

ζtag | ζoutfit
TOOI

)

.

The advantages of the proposed method are that it provides various visualization meth-
ods and has a simple and unified user interface; all users have to do is to indicate their
points of interest via a TOOI or TTOI.

4. Experimental Results.

4.1. Method. We used 737 outfit data posted on WEAR, which is one of the largest
fashion social media platforms in Japan1. The number of styles was 9 (office, girly, sweet,
street, natural, feminine, formal, basic, and mode), and all outfits were annotated by 62
stylists. For these outfits, 1,585 tags were used. We removed tags that appeared rarely
and chose 50 typical tags for the experiment.
We performed quantitative analysis by evaluating the mutual information between the

latent variables of the outfits and tags. Thus, we evaluated I
[

ζoutfit; ζtag
]

using (6). We
also evaluated the mutual information for the conventional matrix decomposition method,
and compared it with the proposed method. Because the joint distribution should be
positive, we chose non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) for the comparison. Note
that the larger I

[

ζoutfit; ζtag
]

the better; its upper limit was I [outfit; tag] = 2.71 in this
experiment.

4.2. Result. Figure 3 shows the obtained outfit map, which is color-coded by the dom-
inant style. In the outfit map, outfits classified as having similar styles (e.g., basic and
natural) are arranged close to each other, and the outfit map explains the continuous
change of outfit styles. When the user selects a border point of two styles, the system
shows the outfits with intermediate styles.

Figure 3. Outfit map color-coded by style. The color represents the dom-
inant style of the outfits.

An example of tag search is shown in Figure 4. In this case, the user’s TTOI was the
tag #elegant. For this TTOI, the tags #pump and #blouse were arranged close to each
other, which implies that these tags were often attached to #elegant. Simultaneously,
the probability p

(

ζoutfit | ztag#elegant

)

was indicated in the outfit map using grayscale. When
the user selected a dark point in the outfit map as the TOOI, the user could see outfit
images that may have the tag #elegant. In the figure, the TOOI is almost on the border
of the“office” and “feminine” styles, which implies that the displayed outfits had the
intermediate style.

1All data used were provided by ZOZO, Inc. and were used with permission.
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Figure 4. Example of a visual tag search

Figure 5 shows the mutual information between the latent variables of the outfits and
tags for various dimensions of the latent spaces. As shown in the figure, the mutual
information of the proposed method was greater than that of the NMF, which implies
that the proposed method preserved more information than the NMF. Because the aim
of this study is to develop a visual exploration system, it is desirable to preserve a large
amount of mutual information, particularly in the two-dimensional case.

Figure 5. Mutual information of the latent variables estimated using the
proposed method and non-negative matrix factorization (NMF)

5. Discussion. Conventionally, the aim of fashion retrieval is to determine outfits that
match a user’s query. By contrast, the proposed method assists users in finding outfits,
but it does not determine fits on behalf of users. Additionally, the proposed system helps
users to acquire knowledge about fashion through visualization. This is another useful
aspect of the proposed method, particularly for users who are not familiar with fashion.
Furthermore, the system gives users the opportunity to discover outfits serendipitously
by browsing the outfit map, which is a challenging theme in the recommendation system
field [14]. Therefore, the proposed method does not merely improve the performance of
conventional methods, but also provides a new perspective in the field of fashion tech.

Currently, the proposed method does not consider the compatibility of items. We believe
that this is the most important issue for consideration in future work. To address this
challenge, the concept of visual analytics for set data would be useful [13].

From a machine learning viewpoint, the proposed method is an extension of manifold
modeling from multivariate data to joint probability data. Because this technique is not
limited to outfit data, the proposed method can be applied in other fields. In particular,
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the maximization of mutual information provides a new viewpoint in co-occurrence data
embedding.

6. Conclusion. In this paper, we proposed a method of fashion outfit retrieval using
hashtag search. Unlike the conventional approach, the proposed method does not aim to
determine fits according to user queries; rather, it assists users in determining fits in a
human-centered manner. Because fashion has an aspect of social communication, such a
human-centered approach will become more important than the traditional automation
approach.
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